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Why choose BISU?
Our vision is to be a centre of excellence
Our priorities are the care and wellbeing of each child,
provision of the highest standards of learning and
teaching, service to the parents and support for the BISU
community
We focus upon achievement, high academic attainment
and a curriculum that is broad, balanced and designed
to meet a child’s individual needs
All BISU students are expected to distinguish themselves
through displaying the highest standards of behaviour,
politeness, engagement, punctuality and attendance

Global connections and internationally
renowned partners:
BISU is a member of the Council of British International Schools
(COBIS), which represents over 450 schools and organisations in 80
countries
We are the first international school in Europe and the second
in the world to achieve the Gold EAL Quality Mark Award.
It marks our achievements in meeting the needs of students
learning English as an additional language
Our partners are reputable institutions with a rich history, including
Cambridge Assessment dating back to 1858 and the International
Baccalaureate founded in 1968
We are a Cambridge authorised exam centre, member of the Black Sea
Schools Group and participate in a variety of certified programmes:
ASDAN, Edexcel, the Best Practice Network
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IBDP and IGCSE
outstanding exam results:
In 2021, our IBDP graduates achieved
a 100% pass rate
In 2021, 83.3% of all our IGCSE students
achieved 100% A* to C IGCSE passes,
with 100% of students at Nivki achieving
100% A* to C IGCSE passes
Our diplomas are recognised worldwide

External Independent
Evaluation (ZNO)
outstanding results:
During 2018-2021, BISU Ukrainian Externat
students passed the state final attestation
exams in three subjects:
• Ukrainian Language (compulsory)
• Mathematics or History of Ukraine

(compulsory-optional, until 2020)
• Mathematics (compulsory)
and English, Chemistry, Physics,
Biology (optional, since 2021)
BISU has maintained a 100% pass rate,
enabling our students to study
at universities across Ukraine
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BISU Advance Programmes

Educational pathways

OPTION

for the Academic year 2022-23

The range of well-balanced educational pathways BISU Advance
are based on a winning selection of International and Ukrainian
curricula, English language and enrichment activities to help your
child get the most out of school.

National
Curriculum
for England and
Ukrainian
Curriculum
09:00-14:00
Mon - Thurs
09:00-12:00 Fri

International
University
Pathway

Primary immersive digital learning will be provided by BISU’s
highly qualified and experienced international teachers.
1

Secondary immersive digital learning will be provided by BISU
teachers in conjunction with selected internationally renowned
partner organisations

National Curriculum
for England *,
IGCSE/GCSE,
IB Diploma
or A-level

Ukrainian programme will be provided by BISU’s exceptional
and highly qualified local teachers
IGCSE/GCSE, IBDP and A-level students will have access to a wider
range of subject choices and an individualised programme
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Ukrainian
University
Pathway
Externat
Enhanced

Our unique BISU Advance programme enables you to
select a pathway that best suits your child's aspirations.

Academic
Enrichment
Module

Creative
Enrichment
Module

14:00-16:00
Mon - Thurs

16:00-18:00
Mon - Thurs

Ukrainian
Academic
Module
Externat
Foundation

British
Academic
Module
Course focused
on Cambridge
English

Optional
Creative
enrichment
activities
(CEAs)

Optional
Creative
enrichment
activities
(CEAs)

International
University
Pathway
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National Curriculum
for England *,
IGCSE/GCSE,
IB Diploma
or A-level

Ukrainian
University
Pathway

Independent learning
and reflection outside of school

Independent learning
and reflection outside of school

Externat
Enhanced

*
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Student
aspirations

For those
considering
universities
abroad
In this case,
Option 1 or 3 is
mandatory from
the start of Year 9

For those
considering
universities
in Ukraine or
as a preparation
course
for subsequent
entry to Option 1

For those
considering
universities
abroad
In this case,
Option 1 or 3 is
mandatory from
the start of Year 9

For those
considering
universities
in Ukraine

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-curriculum
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OPTION

International
University Pathway (IUP)
with Ukrainian Academic
Module (UAM)
Choose this option if your preference for your child is to attend
university abroad but you want to retain the possibility of them
attending a university in Ukraine.

09:00-14:00

14:00-16:00

16:00-18:00

Monday

IUP

UAM

CEAs

Tuesday

IUP

UAM

CEAs

Wednesday

IUP

UAM

CEAs

Thursday

IUP

UAM

CEAs

09:00-12:00

-

-

IUP

-

-

Friday
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International Curriculum BISU Advance Online Programme based
on National Curriculum for England including Key Stages 1, 2 and 3,
IGCSE/GCSE in Key Stage 4 and IBDP/A-level in Key Stage 5 (online)
Ukrainian Externat Foundation operates according to the New Ukrainian
School curriculum (classes 1-5) and the curricula recommended by the
Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (classes 6-11). Learning is
provided in small groups and includes an individual approach to each
student (online or offline depending on safety status, as well as online
if the child is abroad)
Creative Enrichment Activities (CEAs) offered by BISU teachers
and external providers ranging from Sustainability to Coding
(face to face when possible) – is an optional but recommended part
of the educational programme and is available for a separate fee
(upon request).
Examples of CEAs include Drama, Dance, Young Engineers,
Chess, Arts and Crafts, Sports, Coding, Young Entrepreneurs,
Sustainability, Band, Choir

BISU Advance Online Programme is a balanced
educational experience based on the National
Curriculum for England, IGCSE/GCSE, and the
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme
We are the first school in Ukraine to offer A-levels,
allowing for a more bespoke programme for
international university preparation
These programmes are prestigious, rigorous and
relevant to students’ learning needs for the 21st
century and beyond. This option is designed for those
considering Higher Education outside Ukraine but
wishing to keep their options open. If you desire study
in a university abroad then Option 1 is mandatory from
the start of Year 9.
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Advance Primary.
Key Stages 1 and 2 / Years 2-6
The programme combines a social, cultural,
emotional and physical perspective with a strong
focus on literacy and numeracy.

The BISU programme has a strong emphasis on:
• language development
• opportunities for thinking

• self-expression
• discovery

• problem-solving

Your child will be introduced to the essential skills
he/she needs to be an educated citizen and learn
to appreciate human creativity and achievement.
All subjects are taught in English through
an interdisciplinary approach:
• English
• Mathematics
• Science
• History
• Geography
• Modern Foreign
Languages (Ukrainian,
German, Spanish, French)

• Computing
• Personal, Social, Health
and Economic Education
• Visual and Performing Arts
• Art and Design
• Music
• Physical Education

BISU has secured partnerships with some
award-winning companies working worldwide
to enhance our Primary curriculum:

Advance Secondary. Key Stage 3
Years 7-9
• English language
and literature
• Science
• Mathematics
• Computer Science
• History

• Geography
• Modern Foreign Languages
(French, German,
Spanish, Ukrainian)
• Personal, Social, Health
and Economic Education

Physical Education, Music and the Arts are offered
as part of our creative enrichment activity
(CEA) programme

Advance Secondary. Key Stage 4
Years 10-11
While studying the IGCSE/GCSE
programme, your child will
• acquire, develop and apply
a broad range of knowledge
• learn to think creatively and critically
• learn to respect themselves and others
• develop his/her physical skills
• recognise the importance of pursuing
a healthy lifestyle

BISU has developed partnerships with prestigious
educational organisations around the world to be able
to offer a wide range of subjects at IGCSE/GCSE

• Discovery Education: https://www.discoveryeducation.co.uk/
• Pobble: https://www.pobble.com/
• Times Tables Rock Stars: https://ttrockstars.com/
• Big Cat Reading: https://collins.co.uk/pages/collins-big-cat
• Book Creator: https://bookcreator.com/

• King’s InterHigh Leading Online School
https://kingsinterhigh.co.uk/
• Pamoja Education https://pamojaeducation.com/

• Century: https://www.century.tech/
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Core subjects:
• English Language
• International Mathematics
• Physics, Chemistry and Biology (Triple Science)
or Coordinated Sciences with Global Perspectives

We recommend our students study 7 subjects (core and options)
though there is flexibility to increase or decrease this number
depending upon individual circumstances. (Additional subjects
are charged on an individual basis - details upon request).
Physical Education, Music and the Arts are offered as part
of our creative enrichment activities (CEA) programme.

• Modern Foreign Languages in French or German

Option choices and Assured subjects include: English Language, English
Literature, Mathematics, Further Mathematics, International Relations:
Perspectives*, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, MFL (French, German,
Spanish, Arabic), History, Music and Culture in Society*, Computer
Science, Business, Geography, Art and Design in Action*, Film Studies*,
Psychology*, Religious studies, Drama and Performance in Practice*,
Photography Perspectives*, Computer Game Development*, Health and
Wellbeing Management.

BISU will assign an academic mentor to each student who will
support, coach, guide and motivate them to learn and progress.

* These are Assured Subjects. They are not full IGCSE qualifications and therefore
they would not count as IGCSE/GCSE equivalents on a college or university application.
However, they can complement a student’s studies, exploring a particular interest or
helping to develop an art or photography portfolio.
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Advance Secondary. Key Stage 5
Years 12-13
In Years 12 and 13, your child will prepare for study
at university level. Your child will:
• develop confidence in their capacity to learn and work
independently and collaboratively
• appreciate human aspirations and achievements in aesthetic,
scientific, technological and social fields
• become creative, innovative, enterprising and capable of leadership
• become a responsible and caring citizen capable of contributing
to the development of a just society
• respond positively to opportunities, challenges and responsibilities
to manage risk and to cope with change and adversity

BISU has developed partnerships with a number of prestigious
organisations around the world to be able to offer a wide range
of subjects at both IBDP and A-level.
• City of London Freemen’s School https://www.freemens.org/
• King’s InterHigh Leading Online School https://kingsinterhigh.co.uk/
• Pamoja Education https://pamojaeducation.com/

These partnerships mean that we are empowered to create a bespoke
programme of study for your child in order to ensure their interests are
met, they have access to the subjects they require for further study at
university and they are motivated to achieve their full potential.

Advance International Baccalaureate
Diploma Programme
This 2-year programme takes a holistic approach to academic study
with six subjects chosen in total.
You must study one subject from each of the first five groups.
You may study a Group 6 subject or another from Groups 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5.
A total of six subjects must be studied for the IB Diploma Programme.

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Studies in
Language and
Literature

Language
Acquisition

Individuals
and Societies

Experimental
Sciences

Mathematics

The Arts

English A:
Language and
Literature

English B:
Language

History of
Europe

Biology

Visual Arts

French B:
Language

Geography

Mathematics:
Applications &
Interpretation
(SL)

German B:
Language

Business &
Management

Ab Initio
Spanish
Language

Economics

Chemistry

Ab Initio
French
Language

Physics
Computer
Science

Mathematics:
Analysis &
Approaches
(HL)

Information
technology in a
global society
Digital Society

Ab Initio
Mandarin
Language

BISU will assign an academic mentor to each student who will
support, coach, guide and motivate them to learn and progress.

Film

Philosophy
Psychology

The programme also has a core element that includes:
• Extended Essay (EE)

• Theory of Knowledge (TOK)
• Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS)
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Advance A-levels
This 2-year programme comprises 3-4 specific subjects studied in greater
depth alongside a Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS) component.
You will liaise with BISU’s academic mentors to choose 3-4 subjects from:
Biology, Business, Chemistry, Classical Civilisations, Computer Science,
Economics, English Language, English Literature, French, Further
Mathematics, Geography, German, History, Law, Mathematics, Media
Studies, Physics, Politics, Psychology, Sociology, Spanish.

Personal development,
enterprise and leadership
To quote one of our key partners, ASDAN, they are
“on a mission – to engage, elevate and empower young people”.
With this in mind, we have also set up a selection of complementary
programmes alongside the academic programme to enhance
our students' future prospects and develop their confidence.

Year group

External examinations

7
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If candidates are taking IGCSE/GCSE, IBDP or A-level subjects online,
and not physically in Kyiv or Dnipro, students will have to take final
examinations at an approved exam centre. BISU will support students
with this. BISU pays exam registration fees (excluding resits) but other
costs e.g. travel and accommodation are not covered by the school.
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Personal
Development
Programmes
Bronze
Personal
Development
Programmes
Silver
Personal
Development
Programmes
Gold
Enterprise
Short Course
Endorsed by the
Institute of Enterprise
and Entrepreneurs

Option 3 is the same as Option 1
but without the Ukrainian Academic Module
and CEAs between 14:00-18:00.
This gives you and your family time for your child to complete
independent learning and reflection outside school
or to pursue their own interests.

Course

Overview
Personal Development Programmes
(PDP: Bronze, Silver and Gold) link to nationally
recognised qualifications and are aimed at learners
aged 11-16. Students gain 1 or 2 credits for each
section completed, with each credit representing
about 10 hours of activity.

6 credits (approx 60 hours) are needed to achieve Bronze
12 credits (approx 120 hours) are needed to achieve Silver
18 credits (approx 180 hours) are needed to achieve Gold
https://www.asdan.org.uk/personal-development-programmes/

Accredits 10-60 hours of activities
The Enterprise Short Course contains six modules
1. Your entrepreneurial skills
2. Generating enterprising ideas
3. Enterprise planning
4. Your enterprise evaluation
5. Enterprise and business
6. Your enterprise in action
https://www.asdan.org.uk/enterprise-short-course/
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Leadership
Short Course

The Leadership Short Course accredits between
10–60 hours of activities.
There are four modules:
1. Develop leadership skills
2. Be a leader
3. Review your leadership
4. Support new leaders
https://www.asdan.org.uk/leadership-short-course/
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Independently chosen projects as well as school directed e.g. Race4Good
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OPTION

2

Ukrainian University
Pathway (UUP) with British
Academic Module (BAM)

Enhanced Ukrainian Externat operates according to the New Ukrainian
School curriculum (classes 1-5) and the curricula recommended by the
Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (classes 6-11). Learning is
provided in small groups and includes an individual approach to each
student (online or offline depending on safety status, as well as online
if the child is abroad)
Project-based Curriculum underpinned by Cambridge English
and/or IELTS, depending upon age group (online)

Choose this option if you are considering universities in Ukraine
or as a preparation course for subsequent entry to Option 1.

09:00-14:00

14:00-16:00

16:00-18:00

Monday

UUP

BAM

CEAs

Tuesday

UUP

BAM

CEAs

Wednesday

UUP

BAM

CEAs

Thursday

UUP

BAM

CEAs

09:00-12:00

-

-

UUP

-

-

Friday

Creative Enrichment Activities (CEAs) offered by BISU teachers and
external providers ranging from Sustainability to Coding (offered face
to face as soon as possible and when safe to do so) – is an optional but
recommended part of the educational programme and is available for
a separate fee (upon request)
Examples of CEAs include Drama, Dance, Young Engineers, Chess,
Arts and Crafts, Sports, Coding, Young Entrepreneurs, Sustainability,
Band, Choir

We offer the Ukrainian State Curriculum accepted by the
Ministry of Education of Ukraine. It appeals to those
considering Higher Education inside Ukraine but wanting
to keep their options open
Students study a combination of classes provided by
experienced Ukrainian programme teachers. On completing
the course, your child will obtain a State-Standard Certificate
of Completion of General Secondary Education, which
entitles your daughter or son to enter a national university
BISU offers a specific, thoroughly balanced programme that
is in line with your child's learning preferences. This and
small group classes will ensure an individual approach and
attention to your child. The BISU Enhanced Externat also
offers flexible schedules of subject specific consultations
and assessment
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Ukrainian Grades 1-4 / Primary
Years 2-5

Your child grows as a well-rounded person
developed in many aspects. Apart from their
academic achievements, your daughter
or son learns how to:
• live in the modern digital world
• use the most advanced technological platforms
• be flexible and continue studying from wherever they are
• be independent, responsible and choose their way in life
• be fit for future education
• communicate with other students and teachers
inside and outside the learning environment.

For more information on equivalent year
groups and ages, please see appendix 1

Subjects include:
• Reading and Writing
• English Language
• Mathematics
• Science

• Ukrainian Language and Reading
• Art
• Physical Education
• Technologies

Ukrainian Grades 5-11 / Secondary
and Senior Secondary
Years 6-12
For more information on equivalent year
groups and ages, please see appendix 1

British Academic Module
Based on the Cambridge English Language suite
of qualifications, we offer the British Academic
Module together with the Ukrainian State Curriculum
to help your child improve his / her English and
increase their chances of success in other subjects.

CEFR
level

BISU
year group

Cambridge
English Tests (CET)

IELTS
scores

Pre-A1

Year 2

Starters

-

A1

Year 3-4

Movers

-

Year 5-6

Flyers

Subjects include:
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• Ukrainian Language

• Defence of Ukraine

A2

Year 7

KET

3.5

and Literature
• English Language

• Biology

B1

Year 8

PET

4-5

• Physics

B2

Year 9

FCE

5.5-6.5

• Foreign Literature
• Modern Foreign Languages

• Chemistry

C1

-

-

7-8

• Science

C2

-

-

8.5-9

(French, German)
• World History
and History of Ukraine
• Mathematics
(Algebra and Geometry)

• Art
• Physical Education
• Technologies

The British Academic Module enables students to
focus on developing their English language proficiency
through a range of subjects, themes and disciplines in
preparation for studying the British National Curriculum.
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Please see the table below for a simplified definition
of proficiency at each CEFR level.
The complete set of descriptors can be found at
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-lan
guages/the-cefr-descriptors
Level

General description
C2

Mastery

Highly proficient; can use English very fluently,
precisely and sensitively in most contexts

C1

Effective operational
proficiency

Able to use English fluently and flexibly
in a wide range of contexts

B2

Vantage

Can use English effectively, with some
fluency, in a range of contexts

B1

Threshold

Can communicate essential points
and ideas in familiar contexts

A2

Waystage

Can communicate in English within
a limited range of contexts

Proficient

Independent

Basic

Option 2 is also a good choice as preparation for transition to enrolment
of your child to our International programmes next academic year.

Please note that if you wish your child to begin
the IGCSE programme in Year 10, it is mandatory to take
Option 1 from the start of Year 9 to prepare for the rigours
of the British curriculum at Key Stage 4.

How will it work?

Zlata’s story
Zlata’s family have received recommendations from friends about
the superior Ukrainian programme being offered at BISU.
She will join Grade 1 doing Option 2 and her family is pleased that
she will benefit from the highly qualified teachers and strong
international outlook and approach.

Yelyzaveta’s story
Yelyzaveta has been attending a local Ukrainian school for her early
education but she is now interested in attending university abroad.
She has been dedicating a lot of time to improving her English
language proficiency over the last two years. Her family have
chosen Option 2 so that she can continue to work on her Ukrainian
studies while following a structured English course at the same time.
Yelyzaveta wants to be able to transfer to Option 1 as soon as she
is able to and she is hoping that this will be by the end of her Primary
education. She lives in Kyiv and her parents are keen to see her back
in school as soon as it is safe so she can complete Ukrainian
programme face to face and continue online with the British
Academic Module.

Mariya’s story
Option 4 is the same as Option 2 but without
the British Academic Module and CEAs between 14:00-18:00.
This gives you and your family time for your child to complete
independent learning and reflection outside school
or to pursue their own interests.
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Mariya’s mother works for the Red Cross and they have returned
to live in Kyiv. Mariya wants to eventually study abroad but she is
a keen dancer and equestrian, so she attends private lessons
in these disciplines in the afternoon. Option 3 makes the most
sense for her. Coming from a proud Ukrainian family, Mariya will
continue to study the Externat programme independently at home.
Mariya will study the International programme online for the 2022
-23 academic year but is eager to return to school for the social
aspect of education as soon as she can safely do so.
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How will it work?

Jonathan’s story
Jonathan is located in a part of the world where there is
no access to a high-quality British education.
His family heard about BISU’s offer through a colleague and they
have enrolled him to take Option 3 with the school so that he can
prepare to attend university in the UK.

Luka’s story
Luka’s family want him to continue his Ukrainian programme
studies at BISU with a view to working hard on his English so that
he can join the International programme when he is ready.
He is going to join Grade 5 (International Year 6) and take Option 2.
Luka has been learning English for 2 years but he wants to focus on
improving it enough to transfer to Option 1 as soon as possible.
He must transfer to Option 1 by the start of Year 9 but he is hoping
he will be ready at the start of Year 8. BISU staff will assess
his English and support him to join Option 1 when his English
proficiency is at the appropriate level.

Your child’s future
BISU offers choice and opportunity that allow your son or daughter
to unleash their potential today and to flourish and prosper tomorrow.
Whatever pathway you choose for your child, we make sure s/he is
equipped with academic success alongside vital life skills such as
responsibility, creativity, communication, cultural tolerance and
open mindedness.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOUR CHILD TO BISU
FOR THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-23!

For more details, please leave your number
at https://britishschool.ua and we will call you back!

Sashko’s story
Sashko is a Ukrainian student based in Kraków in Poland.
His family have no plans to return to Kyiv at present.
Sasha would eventually like to study at university in the USA
but may return to Ukraine in the future so he chose Option 1.
This means he will achieve both the qualifications required
to enter university abroad and in Ukraine. With no return to Kyiv
planned, he will study both the International and Ukrainian
programmes online through immersive digital learning.
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Appendix 1: Equivalence Table
2022/23 Academic Year

BISU
Year

Age by
August
31st

Current
Age

-

-

0 to 1

1st September 2021 to 31st August 2022

-

-

1

1 to 2

1st September 2020 to 31st August 2021

-

-

2

2 to 3

1st September 2019 to 31st August 2020

-

N

3

3 to 4

1st September 2018 to 31st August 2019

-

R

4

4 to 5

1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018

-

1

5

5 to 6

1st September 2016 to 31st August 2017

-

2

6

6 to 7

1st September 2015 to 31st August 2016

1

3

7

7 to 8

1st September 2014 to 31st August 2015

2

4

8

8 to 9

1st September 2013 to 31st August 2014

3

5

9

9 to 10

1st September 2012 to 31st August 2013

4

6

10

10 to 11

1st September 2011 to 31st August 2012

5

7

11

11 to 12

1st September 2010 to 31st August 2011

6

8

12

12 to 13

1st September 2009 to 31st August 2010

7

9

13

13 to 14

1st September 2008 to 31st August 2009

8

10

14

14 to 15

1st September 2007 to 31st August 2008

9

11

15

15 to 16

1st September 2006 to 31st August 2007

10

12

16

16 to 17

1st September 2005 to 31st August 2006

11

13

17

17 to 18

1st September 2004 to 31st August 2005

-

Date of Birth is from

Ukrainian
Class
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TO BE A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

